CYLASER AUTOMATION DELIVERS
BEAM ON = PROFITS UP PERFORMANCE ON EVERY
CYLASER FIBER LASER CUTTING SYSTEM.
IT’S TIME TO IMPROVE YOUR BOTTOM LINE.

YOUR
LASER
ONLY
MAKES
MONEY
WHEN
THE BEAM
IS ON...

AND
THE BEST
WAY TO KEEP
YOUR BEAM
ON MAKING
MONEY IS
CYLASER
AUTOMATION.

Your CYLASER system already delivers beam-on time that outperforms industry standards, but that's only the beginning of its profit potential. Automated load/unload, storage/retrieval and nozzle changing systems managed by advanced scheduling software deliver a whole new level of productivity.
And it isn't just for the "Big Guys". Every CYLASER fiber laser cutting system can be made more productive and profitable with our proprietary automation solutions because they are:

**MODULAR**
- Minimal footprint
- Easy configuration
- Easy reconfiguration

**SCALABLE**
- Start with a compact load/unload unit serving one machine
- Add towers for increased automation and even unattended manufacturing
- Add additional fiber laser cutting systems for increased output

**PERFECTLY MATCHED**
- Engineered to enhance the productivity of CYLASER fiber laser systems
- Efficiently handle common 5' X 10' and 6' X 12' sheets
- Exclusive Load/Unload 6.5' X 20' sheets for end-load machines

**CY2D**
Proprietary cutting heads
Working areas up to 336' x 120''
High cutting capacity
- 1 inch carbon steel
- 1/4 inch stainless steel
- 3/8 inch aluminum alloys
Configuration choice
- Side-load
- End-load

When you only do one thing, you get very, very good at it. Hundreds of CYLASER systems are proving this every day for North America customers.